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a introduction

. For most 4 r cans,schOols continue to be

..,041ife. During,,,re:il -.N4eitade,schoois have been

for our nation's fapures inspacej its social
Y test scores. Today's:scho6ls are housed in'mo
equipped with'central air-conditionIng aswell

e la4s of hope for a better I

criticized and sometimes blamed'
qulties, and its declining
buildings which "mar be

central heating. The class-

room walls are painted in plpasant pastel colors. The chalkboards may no longer
be black, the bulletin boardsomay *longer be brown, and the floors may tie
longer be wooden:- The lighting is brighter and more efficient and the children

hang their coats in Colorful metal lockers instead of closets and cloakrooms.

The teachers are younger and have more formal eudcation. They may be more

democratic and less authoritarian In'..theit classroom manner. The te*thooks con- -

stain colored photographs instead of black and white. The workbooks and.drill

sheets have remained about the same through the decades. Many 3;oung learners

continue to express their creativity, and originality in clever methods of play-

ing "hooky." Some of the same, students who learn how to perform incredible
athletic feAtsniver learn how to read. Tod many students among those who

...perform satisfactorily in their academic subjects, for some reason, do no4

grasp the challenge to excel. in ihem. The kinds of attitudes and emotional

supyort provided ey the home; family and parents may continue to play a

decisive role in determining to what degree children succeed in school or

elsewhere. ThiS success is measured annually or semi-annually with standard-
.zed tests for which natl'onal statistical norms have been developed.

,...

What can we say has really changed' in ftie process of education over the

duration of the twentieth century? indeed:an 60 year old senior citizen
touring today's major modern institutions including factories, shopping areas,
offices, banks, and farms may suffer, the least amount of future shock when

visitiq a classroom. The reasons" for changes or lack of changes in the schools'

have filled many term papers and diSsereations: The many educational questions

and topics of today may include of of the recent de4lopments which may make

111*
a difference in the classroom if it is implemented planning.and care and

applied in appropriate and challenging ways. This de gpment can serve the

teacher both as a tool for more effectiVre teaching and as an object of
instruction.

The most important single modern development for learning may be a piece
of technological hardware which is,so tiny that it can lose itself underneath
alipuman fingernail; it is called a micro-chip. It can do more than a multi-

dollar mainframe computer could do a decade or so ago. When tucked into a

small cabinet the size of p typewriter or smaller and connected to a keyboard
and a TV monitor it,becanqs what may be the teach'er's first valid 'tool to
come along in many jecadele' It promises to enable the teacher to engage in

true individualized instruction and to do so with a variety of4teaching methods,
teaching'styles and curriculum content. It can make learning in the academic
subjects as much fun and' challenging for the learner as completing-a successful
30 yard pass in a football game or a jump shot during a basketball, game when the

I
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4'1

score is tled. The teacher can determine and control, the des4'red,tea4hing.lmode '' Ab

or method withwhich to, engage t tlehe learner and the, microcomputer.. The teacr,.

may use the computer as Outor to drill.thp child and give Him practice in

, a specific skfll or content area. The tdacher's'lesSon plans, may require 4 .
,

.

simulated emvironment where the ldarrier*,cin apply what he hihs learned, As a
/ k(

..--

reward, anetrernforceMent lechnique, the teacher may next engage the learrieg.'

in educational gaming. After magtering specific skills and concepts,\in'e,a\-41-ven

content area, the learner can be taught by the teacher toteach thollacie t

skills and concepts to-the;computer or to, develop a col3mter prog'raFto,teach 1 ; s

t them to other ohrldren. . Indeed, the microcomputer itselfitan teach computsr.

pi'Ogramming to' the learner'eed.do so in almost every 'computer languge:

Whatever the dlicrocompu* do sodoes, It can d in an .interactive modW"a
,

nd inCalor,

graphics, ctutes; sound: voices, and animation while respecting Deveyy
.

N-

f 'Piaget or skinner. , Its 'Fbc,reasing capabilities are,surpassed onlyiy its de-
,, , e ..,.

C

a i

creasin Nests. , -. /% i

( ,

.6. 1 1

4
.. . .

KicrocQMapter related toPics have increasing.ly dominated.national and
regional conferences ofTeducation and teacher associations of allkinds since ..

.

the middle-late 1970s. ,kt is obvious,that many schools and school systems have
acquired microcomputers ;or Are planning. to do so. 'The results ofithis stddy

may ilidicate'some possi:ble,trends. A:deiCription'of these trends' may prove w

valuable to teachers, admirilstrators, teacher educators find learnewkas
they developkr-evolve.their own plans for microcomputer,assisted,instruction.
Most important, the results of this study )should,reveal those major. decisions 4.

concerning the imp le ption.6f Ti:cipcomputers which'havelilready been made
by some, garde ,chools. $11-kresults of this study Should make known those

.

specific planning pked es developed fbr microcompmter instructional,
implementation ,by the sch s participating in this si'udy. , 51

4
.4.,

t,

:These results should b valuable to those colleges and nivergities with
teacher education programs uCh,as the State University Coll e at Buffalo

* who not only prepare te chers but 415o provide consultation t school systems.
,,-

r
. ,

Computers shall-in some form and cerfainty, remain irtebrtan
the young learner's lifetlme.

Statement of the Problem.,,

e
General Statement of the Problem

thro4ghout

This study is an investigative analysis conducted for the purpose of
determining how plans were fyrmulated And -the kinds of decisions that were
made by the schools concerned with implementing Microcomputer instructional
applications' i.e., which decisions have been made concerning the implementa4
tion of microcomputer instruction by American school systems? WhiCh specific
planning procedures dist! they use?

r.

t
1
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Explanatibn of the pettorem. .
,

3-

/ ,' i' `ty. - -' 4 .'"'"
,

, ..
l'i . 1;; .

....;

i
1 I

..1'
This studyinvolved a nationwide survey. of Oandomly..selected school Sys-

tems in each of the a states. The, project was designed to report the kinds
of de9isionS thatc'haVa- been made :.by the schools in Implementing Microcomputer,

intAation. The Arojectwis.designed.to report the procedural planning^
estems devel -11 by:the,schools for the purpoSe of integrating microGpmputer

ructibb4, a t`a 'the program.'

. .

.

' jor.questions: w

t .The investigation sought the answers' the
*
follOwingr 60 que-Wons:

.
4..

_., ,

... ,

,,
u f°

.. 1 Apes cur school System have'mjcrocomputersin the cias5FoOm?
,

'-',' 2. Are your microcompyters tied ti) a "mother" unit, inside ,the clapropT? 1 ,

3. Are your microcomputers tied to -a-"mother" unit outside the-classroom?
4. IA which grade do.,46u.introduce.mrcrocomputers t '0,, the children?

5. Now much time does each pupil spend with a microcomputer each week?
6. For which curriculum areas Is-the microcomputer 'litai,l'alile.,to'chi)dren?:.:

7. In tF4 curriculum areas-listed in Item 6,, Was-aAy'imgrp.46mentof chiltIren's
performance'attrTbuted slirettlyto the effectiveniss of the microcomputer T.

as compared to when the teaCkers"and.children'were limited to the trad'i'tional
._. .'''

Classroom me4861(ogi-es and:the absence of microcomputgrs? , .. . 7_,

. 8 NS you use'( thb mitrocomputer for testing the childrenrs.performance?
9. The microcomputers in your, schools and classroorTS are Used mainly for: (?)

410: Do teachers see microcomputers as supportive of-Piagetis theories'of learning:L..,

.. 1,1. Do'teachers find that microcomputers enhance their abilit.y. to IndJviduallze
U instruction?. .

1 Y .
,.

12. The children having access tpc the;Mlcrocomputers include: ( ?) ..

13. ,Which'microcomputer skills 4e2Yequfred of the teachqrs,'prior to the acquis=
.< 16 . V

ition of microcoaputers? .-

14. The 'teachers acqdlred their computer skilis-by:.(?) !

..
.

15. Which languageido-most teachers seem to be using?
16. Which language is taught to the, children7 '.

17. DQ the teachers perceive a marked iMprojement in.-theivigildrens5 motivation,

to learn as a result of the use of micr000mpu*ersT ..:,,

18. Do teachers perceive a marked'improvement in discipline (the children's

behavior) as a result of the increased motivationprovidefl by'the micrqcom-
outer? ..

,

.0.,/.

,

19. Before you acqui5ed microcomputers", did you use,tline-sharjng computer
terminals for instruction? .

r ".

20. Which brand-name microcomputers did your ttaff.ciloose?
.

'S,.

21. The considerations for the brand -name selected for your particular Nawd
included: (?)

,

22. The decision to purchase a particular mAke and model was madeby: (?

23. The decisions concerning' the purchase of courlseware/software are

a

IM

s--*

a

-4 4

4

made by: (?)

24 Is'your microcomputer equipment deSigned for programs and cours-ON
recorded on: (?)-

2,t. Most of your microcomputer sOftware'Ycobrseware (?)
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,s0 . A . .

. . 26 What were; (or
a.
are) the.:'Ma.1.41r-obaTclg.ts iiresiablishing microcomputers in

Yaw ea'dhool (s)? ,' ' '..
,

27. XoUld'you recoqgd,k,zicrpcomputer ,ristallation f&t schools elsewhere?
28. Whylo: . ,,

.

2$-' Why 4's t?: .

i

vi
30- Would you h veAlsoMpiiter-assisted instruction in your schools if micro-

computers re4not available? .

i 31. How were, 7o0r microc tens financed? ,

32. At what futitre dateliclou foresee. the availability of microcomputers in

most of you classroornsr,, . .

4
.--

,
, 33. How 4o you!'secure the equipment 'when the school is closed?.

%,__...
_ 34, 'The dnrdllment inyour school System Is:" (?).

35. 4pw many microcomOUters*do you now have for each child involved with
computers? ,..

36: Do you nowscreerl new, teachers for microcomputer operational ligeracy?
- . 37. If so, when hiri,pg do you give preference to those new teachers who do

...

4- . 90SteSS microebMputer.operational literacy?
.. 9 Do you.now r uire new teachers to possess microcomputer pperatlonal

in., skills as a con ition for employment?
39. "Does 'your2s'chool:system advocate the use of microcomputers in a non-

.. programmln§ envlronment only?
40: If ydu hhsfe more than one brand name of Machine, for vhich do you mke

software t)r-'? '

41. Did you have a systematic plan fOr implemeriting microcomputer instruction
before -you' acquired microcomputers? i

42.. Who participated in formulating this plan?
. .,

43. Do you now have a systematic plan for implementing microcomputer,
instIluction?

Ifl'so, is it a five year plan?
44 What were the circumstances under which you acquired your'first microcomputer?

45 Is rnservice training available for teachers interested in microcomputers?

<:* 46. Is the Inservice training provided: (?) (When?)

47. Is the inservice training given for credit?
48. Does this 'knservice training includ&/(kinds of traini'ng)?
49. Skills-training with which peripheral devices is provided through inserv,ice

, training? .
50. If you teach programming to children, why do you do so?
51. What ageney do you think should sponsor a microcomputer consortium?
52 For which special applications do you use microcomputers?
53 Do you have a person on your staff who has electronic tinkering abilities

for modifying the equipment for either increasing its capacity or for
special applications such as braille?

.

54. How many microcomputers do you now have Tor each teacher involved with
computers? , .

1,

55. The micrcomputers in our school are used where?
56. The teachers using microcomputers are supported by a: (?)

57. The pupils using microcomputqrs are supported by a: (7)

58. Which obstacles do you perceive as hindering the continued growth and
development of your microcomputer program?

59. Do your schools regard the microcomputer as a tool to: (do whet?)
60, Please use words or phrases in the remaining space to outline the

0. major steps of the procedure used by your schools for establishing
microcomputer; -in the c9ssrooms or in a center.

o

7



Microcomputers in the Schools

Definition of Terms

microcomputer: a small, .relatively inexpensive classroom computer made possible
by microelectronics .

"mother unit": a central unit which can control several microcomputers simultaneodly

Piaget heoules: the four major stages of a child's psychological development
as out fined by Swiss psychologist J. Piaget

individualized instruction: a set of teaching methods and activities where the
content and pace of- instrultion are adjusted to the needs and abilities of the
individual learner

. programming language:
computer

one of several systems for coding instructions into a

k

time stiarim9: a large mainframe computer accommodating several terminals sometimes
from a great distance. This system is slow and sometimes troublesome. It was

the only method available for computerized instruction before thq advent of
the microcomputer.

software: all types of computer programs and their accompanying printed materials

courseware: software containing instructional programs
*.

computer assisted instruction: .making use'ofa computer's several instructional
modes with learners

inservice training: "on the job training" for..teachers
t

peripheral devices: devices which are attached to the computer externally. These

devices perform. special functions, e.g., a printer or a light pen.

Basic Assumptions

These basic assumptions are related to this study:

1.2Microcompdters are viable, accepted and eff e arning_tools
on all. e\ducational levels.

Z. Microcomputers are now being used with young learners in many schools.

3. While many schools have implemented or are implementing microcomputers
in their instrdcional programs, many have not or they are Siill in their plan-
ning stages for doing so.

4. Those shcools which have or are now implementing microcomputer instruc-
tional programs have made decisions and development procedures for doing so.

.C.t

If known, these procedures and decisions shall be valuable to those schools which
have yet to plan and,implement their own microcomputer instructional programs.
These decisions and procedures shal.1 also be valuable to colleges and universities
with teacher education program§ who are planning to implement microcomputer .

concepts into their turriculums for teachers and pro§pective teachers.

I
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The Method of investigation

General design. This study dbnsiSts of an investigation to determine the type
arid ramie of decisions made by the schools concerning microcomputer instruction
This investigaticn should'also determine the procedural steps used by ,the
schools for implementing microcomputers into their programs.

Each school system of a selected sample recdived a survey instrument designed
to elicit the kinds- of decisions being made concerning the major issues of
microcomputer instruction. The procedural steps developed' by each school
system to implement microcomputer instruction we T-'elso elicited4 The results

, from these survey instruments were tabulated and computerized with the
of the Social Studies Statistical Package in order to determine which dsions
were being made and which procedural steps were being used to implement the
instructional use of microiomputers.

Population and Sample limitations.

The sample consisted of school systems iH five enrollment categories:

a. less than 15,000 students'
b. 15,000 to30,000 students
c. 30,000 to 50,000 students
d. . 50,000 to100,000 students
e. 100,000 or more

The Lir'Vey instrument was, sent tlo 400 school systems in 50 states. Efforts

Were made to balance th number of'dt tricts chosen from, rural areas, small
towns and cities, medh m and large sized cities:

D4ta and instrumention.

The data for this study were collected by means of a.detailed 60 item
survey instrument. Fifty -nine of the items were multiple choice. Each multiple

choice item was designed with an open-end. The 60th item was in essay form.
Its purpose was to elicit the actual step-by-step procedures used by the
schools for implementing microcomputers into their instructional programs
The content of the survey instrument was finalized only after the investiga-
tor spent nearly a fear visiting and interviewing key microcomputer educators,
in school systems apd college teacher education departments around the Great
Lakes. It was anticipated that the\ collected data would inclUde specific
information concerning the implementation of microcomputer instruction in the
schools.

Reporting the findings.

The major objectives of this study were to determine: (1) the type and

range of those decisions made by the schools concerning microcomputer
instruction; (2) the specific procedural steps used by the schools for imple-
mehtihg microcomputers into instructional programs; and (3) possible trends,

/ concerning the issues involved with implementing microcomputer instruction as
may be revealed in the conclusions.

9
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For the direct reporting of the findln9s,the data from,the survey
were tabulated and reported in terms of percentages of responses for

each of the options listed under each question. The term "respondent"

was used when reporting the data for those questions requiring the partici-

pant to mark one option only. The question; requiing'a-single response are
identified with a checkmark (V ). The te-rm 'respqnses' is used when report-

ing thedata for those questions allowing the participant to mark more than
one °Won ory to write in his response.

L2

The _procedures

1. Four hundred school systems' were selected at random from Patterson's
0." American Education Directory according to the enrollment categorNs which were

pre-determined.

2. A 60 item survey instrument was designed to elicit specific Wrarma-
.

tion concerning the decisions made and the planning procedures developed by
the school systems concerning their microcompdter programs. The question-
naire was evaluated by two colleagues including my department chairperson.
The questionnaire and the cover letter are included in the appendix.

3. The survey instrument was mailed to each of the 400 selected school
systems in 50 states.

. I

4. 140 usable' survey instruments were returned.

5. The data elicited by the survey instruments were receriled and computer

tabulatecrby using the Social Studies Statistical Package and tepOrted in
simple percentages.

6. The findings were written and reported questiOn -question,

7. Conclusions and recommendationt were formed from'the findings.,

Need for the Study (Significance to Education)

The advent of the small, convenient and relativey inexpensive crocom-

puter has enabled schools in every community to engage in computer ssisted

instruction to students. While many school.systems are still it thei'r planning
stages for these concepts, others-have made major decisions in this area and
have developed specific planning procedural steps to implement the use of micro-
computers

i
It is the responsibility of.the Department ;of Curriculum and Supervision,

SUCE3(, and SUNY to continually exploe and investigate those innovations which

may hold promise for more effective preparation of teaci rs and thus, indirectly,\
of young ,learners. There.is a need for.those of us in tee cher education t4
familiarize ourselves and our students wi.th trends and issues in microcomputers or

as instructional tools. The Department of Curriculum and Supervision and the
institution in which it is housed should be responsible for making available the

,10



Microcomputers in the Schools

necessary leadership for exploring sound practices, and procedures for implement-
ing microcomputers into our instructional program. There are no known studies:,

as recent or as comprehensive and specific as this, One. The results of this
study shall be of use to the college and its- teacher preparation program when
gauging those curricular needs related to micrAcomputer assisted instruction.
The results of this study shall enable the college, to more effectively consult,
the.school communities which it services concerning the implementation of instruc-
tional microcomputing. These results should be considered for sharing with other
SUNY units and the New York State DepartTent of Education.

4

V
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1.

WHAT -DOES RESEARCH SAY ABOUT THE -USE OF CQMPUTERS AND

MI-CROCOMPUTERS FtOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES? A SURVEY

Of THE LITERATURE

Part 1. Microcomputers: Their Benefits for Learners

Introduction.

Computer'assisted instruction has been used'and tested in a variety

of human learning situations which include penal institutions and military'

posts as well as traditional school settings. The students using this

instruction varied widely in ability levels and ethnic background as

well as in personal goals. The excerpts and summaries of reports presented

in thrs project were merely a sampfinp of the abundance of available research
concerning computer assited instruction. An attemptwas made to
summarize the results of each study in one or two paragraphs as Follows:

(1) Three Miri'nesota correctional institutions Sought to improve the

reading and mathematics abilities among a group of males aged 17-21, a

group of males and females aged 12-18 and another group of males aged 13-18.

The program's evaluation focus'ed on the learning 'alf the basic skills, students'

attitudes toward the learning of reading and mathematics and'the staff's

attitudes toward computer assisted instruction. Although the results did

not clear.-ly support the effects of computer assisted, instruction on achieve-

ment, the students did show progress. The students' attitudes in general showed

improvement. Their attitudes toward computer assisted instruction were generally

positive.as were the attitudes of the staff.

(2) When a groin of pupils in grades 4 to.6 in Illinois were taught

mathematics through the use of microcomputers, the results were positiVe in

terms. of both achievement and attitude. The program was described as being

a clear success when presented in an "add on!' mode and as particularly successful

when.it was. integrated with the teI4cher's mathematics program. There were larg.f04

achievement gains reported itc gradees fOur through six: The gains in grades f%
four and five, were more moderate when the children were presented with material

12
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ih'at was less familiar or wherrthe reading level of the Material was too

advanced. I high,ly' structured fractions strand was particularly effective
in conveying .understanding and skills to the puttils. An important
finding was that the computer,codld go.biyond the, manipulation of symbols.
It, could present concepts and operations as well as measve the pupils'
abilities to master them. This system demonstrated that it was capable of
teaching as well as provi, ing supportive drill and practice_for those concepts
already introduced by tt classroom teacher.

(3) In Saskatchewan, Canada, ,thirty -six third grade students were
identified s the-poorest spellers in their grade. These students were .

the partic ants of a computer assisted spelling program. The students, who '',

were frustrated from failure in traditional classroom settings, showed a 5..6

nbnth gain in their spelling abilities at the end of a five week period. This

was a substantial gain not expected with traditional means over the same
A brief period of time. Althpugh these children were discouraged with their

.own academic perforMance, they responded pAitively and productively to-the
alternative game-like qualities of i4he computer program. The opportunity to

try again immediately after an incorrect response provided a sense cif challenge

and reinforcement rather than feelings'of discouragement.

(4) Adult non- readers, when presented a computerized h'asic skiljs

progralit,, averaged a 1.12 grade level gain in reading achjevement after an
average instructional time'of 13 hours. The data revealed that a 1.0 grade
level gain could be achieved in 18.34 hours with the computeriled reading pro-_

gram. This system seems highly motivational and successful with students, who

have experienced difficulty in text-oriented passive classroom environments.
The novelty effect of the sysItem was found to be extremely mbtivating.'

(5) Sixty.-fqpr soldiers /ht Fort Belvoir, Virginia were divided into

two groups for.thepurpose of learning language arts and'mathematics. None

of them were high school graduates. The ayerage-soldier was twenty years of

age, had a tentft'grade education, and had a seventh grade achievement level
as measured by the California Achievement Test.,One group was taught by
,traditional methods. .,The other group was taught with traditional and compuir
assisted instruction. 'After all measures were com01,eted) the scores for

soldiers in the traditional group with computerassisted,instruction were
higher than,,for soldiers in the traditional group only. This Army study ,

indicated that computer assisted inst iructon can provide individualization,
standardization, avd efficient instrucTion'to adult learners .vho require
remediation in the basic skills.

-(6) In Seattle', Washington, the Kig.hline Rublic Schools established a

computer assisted instruction program under Title I. thematics, language arts and

reading instruction were presented through this progra those students who

were found dip be severely deficient in any pne of the, c skyls. These

students were in grades K-I2. After three years, the achieveMent.gains

indioate4 by pre- to Post-test SAT data exceeded expectations. This System

4 was found. to be a viable method for teaching the basic skills to severely

d?fici pt children.. At $100 per ,student for three years, the system was

foundio be cost efficient. Students, teachers, and parents were positive

about. he system.

1 3
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. :(7) The results 'of another three year'study.in West Germany indicated
that engineering students were 'able to learn pre-instructional skilis, in
mathematics, physics, and technical thermqdynamics with computers at the tame
level of achievement, if not better, than traditional methods. -

F 4 4

(8) tudents in grades three and four in thirteen Montgomery Cdunty,
Mar' and Public Schools scored a 3.6 to 4,2 month achievement gain -in arith-
metic aftdr a six month computerassistedjoserUction program. These
students had belOw average scares on the pretest. Students id grades 3 to 6
using microcomputers showed si.gnjficantly greater gains than students in the
traditional setting,

(9

/

) Severi\Nousand, three hundred students w ere
i

6,.,.3--0.Nacare years

.

below grade level in matpmatics..in50 New York, titv high -schools took part
in the ReMedial MathematRsSkills.Program funded under TI,tle I 'of the'.

Elementary and Secondary EducatiOn Act. The program' objective was to
improvecomputational skills with the use-of compUterS, calculators and

other materials. This corrective mathematics program was supplementary and
individualizeth The-'results of tHe Metrppolitan Achievement Test
(Advanced Level), indicated that statistically significant gains were achieved --,

0
by theT5tudents in their mathematics skills.

F i
, . #

(10) Or),p nOrsdred elevin deaf students ages.8 to 15. in Washington, D.C.
, .

made sigHificanthievement gairc14,4n mbthematics as a result of their parti-
N .c.ipat('I'ng }n a csmpUter aRsisted instruction program. The computers released

,- teachers 'from tedias'chores and mace them available for individualized
$. 4

instr/ction.
; '

., ,.,

,. , ,
4 ,

') (10, In Pittsburg, Pa"., eleentary school students\were given a set
#.4

jp of rubs
,

'FOY managing their own progreSs fh,ough a matheMatics unit. Interactive.

computer programs which could' be controlled by t-he student were used-. 'These

fourth and fi'fth' graders not only were able to manage their own learning of
mathematicsbUt,lea'rned faster and enjoyed better retention than students in

traditional situations.
r

e

(12) A federally sponsored Program was designed to combine the teaching
of. mat,hematics content and problem solving skills. Eighty-eight percent of the
students'taught this way achieved the course objectives.#

(13) When a microcomputer was. used to test for the mathematics weaknesses
of high school students many benefitsiwere enjoyed. Among these were the

. saving of teachers' time, elimination of pape;work, and a form of testing that
was found enjoyable by the students. The test results were immediately available
-to studentsl\and teachers alike and in a variety of forms. *

(14) Many functiorially illiterate adults who were unable to experience'
success in learning the basic skills in the classroom'have succeeded in doing

so at the computer carrels'at the Baltimore Learning Center. These CETA (Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act) studgnts have ocquiried,the self-4onfidence
as well as the skills necessary to succeed in productive employment.

14
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(15) When computer assisted instruction was used with 875 handicapped

children in Canada the resultl-wel'e extremely positive. These children

were physically:disabled; learning disabled or deaf. The achieveTent gains

in mathematics and language arts fo.r those children 1.n the CAI group were

several months more than the achievement gains of those handicapped children

in the central group.

(16) Classroom computers have been found to provide-teachers with accurate

diagnosis 00 each child's-strengths and weaknesses in reading.. These computer

programs followed each diagnosis with accurate prescriptive recommendations

for the remediation needed by each chi

(17) A:study at University was designed to identify those

propel -ties of computer assisted instruction that arouse and mainfain students'

interest over rather lengthy periods of time; Among these properties were

novelty,' incongruity, surprise, change, some degree of conceptual conflict,

and those properties of the machine itself'which'generatecuriosity,
i.e.,

the self pacing and accompanying sounds and motions.

(18) There were 101 students at the Texas School for the Deaf who used

the mathematics Strands Program of the institute of Mathematical Studies in

the Sociaj Science's at Stanford University. It was found that the number

of computer assisted instruction sessions provided for these students correlated

positively with their Metropolitan Achievement Test gains. The MET gains for

these hearing impaired students were substantial.

(1) Researchers at MIT who f,Oquently observed children learning in

LOGO computer environments reported that children experienced certain positive

phendMena not experienced in BASIC computpr environments. Children working in

LOGO computer environments experienced
immediate success. Their attention spans

were lengthened corisiderab14. They began liking numbers. They learned line

integrals without noticing it while doing turtle drawings. Like Euclid, they

ctlild make compl-ex hierarchical constructions which may give them a taste

for mathematics. Final ly, the observers found the chi ldren, thinking fof- them-

selves as they providedthejr own directions for the turtle..

(AO) The results of a study concluded at Wittenburg University indicated

that second graders could le-arni basic
addition facts by using a drill and

practice game called Fish. The teacher reported that the students enjoyed the

experience and had few problems using the computer.

(21) After, a computer storytelling mathematics program for Pueblo

Indian students, teachers observed an improvement in the classroom atmosphere.,

Student discipline improved most noticeably along with increased interest and

pr6ductivity. The teacher became less of an authoritarian and more of an

instrutional partner. The s`tudents' behavior became more active, participatory

and stimulated. Many kinds of learnin4 took place aboul'mathematics and the

use of'computers.

15
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, (22) 'A F975 study at Stanford University indicated a high correlation'

between the on-line rate orprogreps andptudent acfrievement during a computer

assisted instruction progra,in initial reading.

(23) When a computer asssted twining program was used to supplement

conventional methods of teaching a sight vocabulary to mildly mentally,

retarded school children their sight vocabularies increased by an average of 128.

percent. This increase remained constant oVer a 23 week period. The ,control ..\-

group had a 34 percent increase. ,
,,

(24) Fr'edericit H. jell (1974) reported that. computer related learning

eovironments providedan opportunity forleazners to be creative. in getting

their programs to run, to teach their peers what.they've 1-earned, and to gain

recognition in their efforts.' These may be some of theyeasons why some

students do outstanding work in a computer leaching environment.

(25) r-rol M. Magidson' (1978) reported that college students using

computer assisted instruction responded favorable to it in the following ways:

(1) they enjoyed using PLATO compu,ter assisted instruction; (2) they did

not feel that it was dehumanizing; (3) they found it to be a helpful learning

aid; (4) they, sometimes used it during.their free time. Magidson found that

Allege students viewed `their computer assisted instruction experiences very

positively in every instructional area and regardless of the length of time

it. was used. Any possible novelty effects did not seem to wear off during pro-

d longed usage. There was some annoyance end frustrationreported with terminal

arld c outer breakdowns. Note: these kinds of interruptions and breakdowns

are commonplace when mainframe computers and multiple terminals are used.

These kinds of breakdowns are greatly reduced or el,imin'.ited when Microcomputers

are' used.
,

(26) Gerald W. Bracey reported on the works of dames Kulik at the Universit

of Michigan. Kulik analyzed 51 separate research studies with well designed method-

ologies. The 51 studies showed that students who received computer assisted

instruction scored better on objective tests than'students who received traditional-

instruction only. Computer assisted instruction was found to improve retention

when students were tested at later dates. Kulik and his colleagues found

that CAI can alSo improve the speed at which students can master a given set of

materials.

(27) San-Yun W. Tsai and Norval F..Pohl (1980-81) seemed'to find general

agreement that students using computer assisted instruction were able to master

a given set of materials in les time than required by studeilts taught only by

traditional methods.

(28)h Gerald W: Bracey wrote about, the affective motivational outcomes -

of computer assisted instruction as repor'fed in a 1980 study by James Gershman

and Evannah Sakamoto at the OntariO'Institute for Studies in Education. Students

were able to progrqss at their own pacer and were able to make their mistakes in

private without embarrassment. Their comments included: "You can learn at

your own rate" and "There's no 'teacher to yell at you."

16
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(29) Lewellen and Allen (1971'-1972) reported that CAI students took

lesktirime to learn
.

a given setlbf material than students being taught only

,Sy traditional methods. _Time savings of 40% were'reported.

Summary

In summary, Part 1 of the literatur4t:Med to indicate that learners

who used microcomputers benefited in several ways. Learners achieved more i

at a'faster rate and had better retention when they participated in miqrocom-

puter assisted instruction regardless of which subject of the curriculum wos

involved. Disadvantaged learners and ysicallj, and pent fly disabled

learners had the same benefits. Learners maintained p ve views of

the contqpts and skills which they were learning. They wer more s'ucce'ssful

in learning problem solving',and in being creative. Adult learners and

young students were more successful in learning the basic skAlls with microcom-:

pliters than with the traditional methods only. Learners were highly motivated

and often excited when using microcomputers.

Teachers four4 that they were more effectively achl'evi.ng their goals in

less time. They found it easier to engage in diagnostic and prescriptive

teaching and remediation. Teachers found that student motivation seemed to

he built into computer assisted instruction.

I.
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PARI.,.11. Trends In the Use of Microcomputers flr Instruction:

A Survey of the Literature

,

introduction'

The usi6 of microcomputers for .instruction has widened considerably in

the\chools and in tht college and university-departments which prepare teachers,

The.implementation of microconfputers has not been without problems. This sectbnn

of the survey f` the literature includes some of the trends and problems

revealed in a number of4
'studies.

(30) Only l .5 percentlor 134 Southeastern teacher education colleges

-and universities offered a course for, acquainting pre-service teachers with

mi,crocomputers.according to a recent survey,st4dy. However, almost half

(47.3.%) offered inservrce microcomputer training for the teacher education

faculty. Some instipitions (15.5%) were offering an introductory microcomputer

course, to their- 04service teachers: Twenty-six percent-of the institutions

'the

had Such a course for their inservicdteachers, Seventeen ptrcent of

'the responses indicated that'theirieducation department,bad a inicrocomputer,

laboratory.' Thirty-six percenk Of the responses indicated the inclusion of

one or more microcomputers in eheiT- educational media laboratory. Seventy-

one percent of the respondents indicated that there was "some" or "a great"

demand to have microcomputers available. Nearly half (47.3%) have offered

inservice microcomputer training for the college faculty. Only four institutions

reported having' formal, written policy concerning microcomputer education for

either graduate or undergraduate studeRts. The two institutions offering

computer certification programs for teachers were both located in Florida.

One-fifth of the respondents indicated,that they had plans for offering this kind

of °certification. Seventy-one percent agreed that'there is a need for a'state

,or a rialonal clearinghouse for instructional courseware.

(31) According to R. C. Elliott, computer competencies should be

accessible as a nece%sary 'resource, for teachers. Colleges and universities'

with teacher education departments are preparing teachers who are entering

classrooms where computer illiteracy is rapidly becoming as intolerable as

other forms of illiteracy Computer literacy may become the fourth "R."

Learning how to learn through, the tot of computer programming may become one of

the most valuable means foka young learner to keep pace with a lifetime of

rapid technological change. Indeed, how soon will programming skills be

required of high scAool- and college freshmen?

(32) Michael T. Battista reported a lack of microcomputer instruction

for preservice elementary teachers. Many among those preservice teachers who

had programming instruction seemed to lack a knowledge of the important computer

literacy topics. Battista noted that there was little chance of systematic

instruction for...elemenicary school students if their future teacherswere not being

adequately preparled.

18
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I el- (33) Laurel Dickerson and- Wielltam M.'Pritchard, Jr., in pointing out

the important need for'microcomputer literaq among educators and the planning
for microcomputer instructional programs, has indicated that microcomputers
can project an exponentially greater impact to the learner than television

because of its storage and interactive capabilities. Thus an exponentially
greater loss to the learner may occur if educators are not prepared.

-16- o

(34) The results of a 1981 Alberta study concerning the,tre df,micro-

,. computers in instruction revealed Chat: 12%-of the schools had one or more''

microcomputers; the three brand names of machines most frequently selected
were Commodore Pet (45%), Apple t (31%), and Radio Shack TRS-80 (4P%);
the machines seemed to be evenly spread across grade Ievelsci, the most frequently
reported uses were for computer literacyland computer assisted-instruction.
MOst users expressed the need for additional equipment, software and training;
the majority of those schools that did not have a microcomputer Were anticipa-

ting the delivery. of equi0Ment ;in the near future. Sadly, a large number of
this group did not know enough about microcomputers to even anticipate what
their needs might be. The remaining responses 'reported a strong need for
informatiorOsabout hardware, programs and additional training. Only a small

number' reported th4ati.they had no interest in introducing microcomputers into

their schools'.

(35) Thirty -one school districts in three New York state Counties we.e.

surveyed in 1981 to determine the extent of microcomputer utilization as.well

as the att,itude$ towArd the,concept. The responses indicated that microcomputers

were used mostly in the teaching of mathematics from grades 3 to 12. Programming

was taught in the 11th and 12th grades. The software was purchased except for
thatAfth was generated by students and faculty in the cilemistry and programming

courts: The study indicated that the machines should be made more accessible
to a-greater number of students. The attitudes of administrators toward micro-

computers was usually favorable; 'teachers', attitudes varied from modest,,to

impressed.

(36) A 1980 survey of 46,ArOzona school districts revealed that computer
assisted instruction was used most frequently it, language courses. Arizona school

districts were interested in the educational Applications of microcomputers but
were being held back'by lack of trained personnel and effective software, Several

districts recommended the following: courses in microcomputer teaching methods

for educat n m0;zrs, inservice workshops for computer literacy and software

development, rogram to help districts implement microcomputers into the

instructional pro ss, and inservice microcompdter literacy courses for

administrators.

(37) A 1981 survey of each California School district concerning the

instructional use of computers indicated these findings: computers were.used

in instruction by one-third of the districts; at leatt 2/3 of those districts

used microcomputer's; hands-on experiences in 82% of the computer-using districts

were limited to fewer than 25% of the students; the most frequent curricular
applications in order of frequency were mathematics, computer science/literacy,

business education and career education,. the BASIC language was used in over 60%

of the instructional applications; over % of the teachers in those,districts
using microcomputers were found to be eit er unprepared or inadequately

pre red to function in a computer supported environment; one third of the

distr not using computers were planning to initiate programs within a year or so.
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(38) A large 'national survey of 974 schdo districts concerning micro-

computers in education res; ulted-in the findinge. at 74% of the districts were
using 66mpuxers for. Instruction with projections to 87%by 1981, Computer

assisted learning'W,;s reported by 54% of .the dis.tricts surveyed with projections' "`

to 74% by 1985. The major usage in high schools was for drill and practice
in mathematicsf.natural science4, business, and language arts. Projections

for the 1980s includedincreased usageIn the social sciences. Increased

use projected for the'elementary grades ot.e", all' subject all3a5 with shifts

to tutorial and slAplation1derivery systems, e major obs'taEleS 'to microcomputer

leprograms were reported as financial, lack.,of-yi ledge and training, on this.topic,

faculty attitudes and-the need for improvorel soft re.

(39) According to the results of a 1980 study completed by Lisa Loop
and Paul ChristiAnson microcomputers were al ready'a significant tool forlalearnimg

.in the schools. The price barrier had been broken which was making microcomputers

available both in school and in the home. ,Educators, encouraged by the media

and their own professional Organ' zations,wereptacing a high priority on learning

about microcomputers. Teachers were "crowding microcomputer methods courses

and there was a need for materials of all kinds for supporting learning and

teaching about microcomputers.

The results of interviews with teachers indicated that less time was

spent on curriculum content and more time spent on computer literacy, thinking,

problem solving skillsand computer applications. The teachers expressed a need

for more equipment, software, and micr c mputer training.

) (40) The most powerful argument for the widespread introduction of micro-

computers into the schools may be Luehrmann's argument.which included the

statement that the ability to use computers is as,basic and necessary to a per-

son's forMal education as reading, writing and arithmetic.

Summary

In summary, Part' II of, the survey of the related.liten'ature, Microcomputer

training for teachers was available both inservice and on many college campuses.

Much has yet to be done in the preparation of teachers. Most colleges and,

universities which prepare teach&rs still lack a written policy concerning

microcomputer education for preservice teachers and for graduate students. Most

ch'ool systems seem to be using microcomputers. Yet, too dew students are'

receiving hands-on experiences.

School systems are projecting incased use of microcomputers for the

1980s with implications for the colleges and universities which prepare teachers.

Microcomputers have become a significant instructional tool. Unprepared

teachers will cause a great loss to learners.
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Microcomputers in the Schools

.4

The Findings

The results of this study are expected to be of help to those schools
getting started with Microcomputer education. In addition, those institu-
tions that provide services as well as prepare teachers and administra-
tors for the schools may do so more. effectively. with these results.

For the convenience of.the.reader,.the responses are summarized in
rank order fashion from one to three levels as necessary. The bit count and
percentages for each item are available upon request.

The sixty items in the study are summarized as follows:

1,38R 1. Does your school system have microcomputers in the classrooms?

Over one-third (38%) of the responses indicated that microcomputers
were placed in classrooms. A somewhat smaller but significant group of-res-
ponses (33 %) indicated that microcomputers were available to children, but
only in a center established for them in each school. Twenty-two percent
of the responses indicated that microcomputers were available to children
in the classrooms and in the special centers. Six percent of the responses in-
dicated a lack of, microcomputers in their schools but that they were planning
to have them at some future date. Only one percent of the responses did not
have microcomputers and were not planning to get any.

135R 2. Are your microcomputers 'tied to a "mother" unit inside the class?oom?

The overwhelming number of responses to this item (82%) were "no."
Twelve percent indicated,a part time connection with a mother unit inside
the classroom; other times the children worked with individualized and
varied courseware. Four percent did indicate that their microcom uters were
tied to a mother unit inside the classroom. Two percent of the fesponses were

' of mixed combinations. --

1348 3. Are your microcomputers tied to a "mother" unit outside the clasoom?

Only a small number of responses (4%) answered in the affirmative for this
item. An overwhelming (93%) of the repsonses indicated that their microcmputers
were not tied to a mother unit outside the classroom. Three percent of the
responses were both "yes" and "no."
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35R 4. In which grade do you'Introduce microcomputers to 'the children?

Sixty-eight percent of the responses Indicated that microcomputers,
were introduced to the children' in grade levels Varying from' the kindergarten

to the 6th grade, i.e.,

16% inokindergarten
2;% in grades 1, 2, or 3
30% .in grades 4, 5, or 6
68% KA

Only 32% of the responses. indicated that. the Antroduction of the microcom-,

puter was delayed until grades 7 to 12, i.e.,

15% in grades 7, 8 or.9
+17% in grbdes 10, 11, or 12

-WE

51R 5. Now much time does a pupil spend with a Microcomputer each week?

e

There was no overwhelming specific response for this item. Twenty-ekght
percent of the respondents indicated that each of their pupiqls spent 1-5 tS

20 minutes per week on the microcomputer. Twenty-three per.Cent were able to

provide 30 to 60 minutes per pupil per week. Other responses were 8% for

1 to 2 hours per week, 4% for 2 to 3 hours per week and 5% for 4 or more
hours per week per pupil.

Thirty-two percent indicated that the time per pupil with a microcOMputer
varied from week to week..

6. For which curriculum areas is the microcmRuter available for children?

Thirty-four percent of the responses indicated that microcomRuters1 were
used for the mathematics curriculum. Eighteen percent indicated that the micro-
computers were used in the reading curriculum. Seventeen percent were able to
make microcomputers available in the language arts curriculum, 12% in the social'

studies curriculum and 7% in art and music. The remainder of the .responses

(12%) were divided among these curricular areas: business, science, Computer

science, industrial arts and guidance.

31R 7. In the curriculum areas listed in item 6, was any improvement .of children's
performance attributed directly to the effectiveness of the microcomputer as
compared to when the teachers and children were limited to the traditional
classroom methodologies and the absence of microcomputers?

Most of the respondents (75%) felt thattheir work was too new yet for them,
to make the comparison. Eighteen percent said yes on the basis of teacher obser-
vation and test scores, while 4% said no on the same basis. Two percentfsaid
yes, as determined by the results 9f research designed for making such a com-

parison while 1% said no because oil the same type of .evidence.
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136R 8. be you use. the microcomputer for testing, the children's performance?

7

(2'1,1R, 9. The microcomputers in your schools and classrooms' are used mainly for: (?)

The largest set of responses (60%), for this itemc.were "no." The remain-
ing 40% who responded "yes," indicated that they Used the microcomputers for
testing in the following modes: teacher made tests only% (11%), achievement,
tests,and teacher made tests (2%), 'only for that testing which was designed
in the courseware (15%), most kindi Of testing including those already men-
tioned (6%). The remaining 6% were for miscellaneous.testing activities
which included diagnostic testing, basic skills testing and the generation
aDf printed tests.

Thke was no overwhelming set of responses for this item ,Twenty -six

percent of the 'respondents indicated that they used "microcomputers for drill,
practice, and the mastery'learning.of basic concepts. Eighteen percent indicated
that,they used them for problem solving . Seventeen percent fostered creativity
through Interaction with problematic situations. Eight percnt indicated that
they used the microcomputer for the filing' and retrieving of 4nformation.
Anotheir 20 %' applied the microcomputer to all 'Of the previously mentioned, uses. /

/'Most Of the rer4hining 11%_used their eau pment to teach programming and
computer literacy.

139R 10, Do teachers see microcomputeri as supportive of Piaget's theoHes of
learning?

The overwhelming number of respondents (50%) indicated,that Piagetwas not
a concern at the time. Twelve percent responded with,a "yes" while, another
12% responded with a "no, not with available courseware." Five percent
of the/Npondents indicated that thei microcomputers were used for'mastery
learning only. The responses for the remaining 101 varied. Only 1% indicated
a "yes with LOGO.",

127R l.1, Do..teachers find that microcomputers enhance their ability tiimincliivi uali:ze%
nst ruct iOn ?

1
An'overwhelming.number,of respondents (86%) said "yes" to this pne. Only4

11% §'aid 'Mo." The remaining responses varied.

,

1888 111,02. The Nildren halliing acCessto the microcomputers include: (?)

,

Forty-two percent of the respondents indicated that they,used microcomputers
for statistically ordinary:children, the gifted children, the slow and.retaroNd
chfldren and the handicapped childrn. Thirty percent 'indicated that the equip-
ment was used for the gifted children. ,Eleven percent used the eqaPment
for the slow and retarded children while f 5% used It for the handicapped children.
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1 R 13. Which microcomputer skills are required of the teachers prior to the acquis-
ition of microcomputers'

Fifty-six perFent of the responses indicated that they required only the
basic literacy necessary to operate the equipment. Tpn percent'required the
basic machine literacy and programming skill. Twenty-five percent 'required
operational literacy, programming skills,and a knowledge of software and
courseware.' The remaining responses were varied or unspecified.

2O 14. The teachers acquired their computer skills by: (?)

Twenty-four percent of the, respondents indicated that they acquired their
.tkills by attendihg School-sponsored, inservice,seminars or.workshops. Seven- )

teen percent attended classes at a college or a university. Fifteen
percent engaged in sejf-teaching programs. Only, 9% attended programs
sponsored by the manufacturer or. the retail'outlet. The largest group, thirty-
five Percent,indieated that they acquired their skills from a combination of the
prelously mentioned programs.

;2R 15. Which programming language do msot teachers seem to be using?

The overwhelming response (77%) indicated'that BASICowas the'language which .
most teachers seemed to be_using. Only 6 said "LOGO." Five percent
marked'PASCAL. Nine percent indicated thqt they were using only_prepared
courseware and were not concerned with a programmirq'1anguage. The remaining
3% of tht responses were varied with 2% opting for PILOT.

:15R 16. Which program) language is taught to children?

The overwhelming number of respondents (76%) indicated that they taught
BASIC to children. Nine percent taught PASCAL, 4%,TUTOR and 6% LOGO. The

remaining responses varied and included very small -numbers who taught
ASSEMBLER (3 %), COBOL (W.

31R 17. Do teaPers preReive a marked' improvement in the children's motivation
to learn as a result of the use of microcomputers?

Sixty-six percent of the respondents marked "yes" for,this item.
Thirty-four percent indicated that they were not able to determine a
response at the time.

3.4R . 18. Do teachers perceive a marked improvement in discipline (the children's
behaQior) as a result of the increased motivation provided by the computer?

Forty percent of the respondents marked "yes" for Ahis item. Only P;
marked "no." Fifty-seven, percent indicated that they were unable to
determine a response at the time.

34R . 19. Before you acquired microcomputers, did you use time-sharing computer
terminals for instruction?

Thirty-.6o percent of ,the respondents marked "yes" for this item. Sixty-,
eight percent marked "no." 28
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218R 20. Which brand name microcomputers did your staff select?

The largest group.of responses (44%) indicate&that they selected the

Apple microcomputer. The second largest group of responses (32%) indicated

that they selected the TRS-80 models (Radio Shack). Twelve percent selected

the'Commodore Pet while 5% selected the Atari. The remaining '% had selected

among these machines:. Hewlett- Packard, Texas Instruments, Sinclair,0hio
Scientific, and others,.

Ili

455R 21. The considerations for the brand-name selected for your partiCulaT hard-
ware included: (?)

None of the responses were overwhelming in a specific category. The

largest group (21%) considered quality and'twenty percent considered price.
Nineteen percent of the responses were concerned with the equipment's
flexibility and.with provisions for expanding thi'machiness capability.
Twenty percent of the responses were concerned with service availability and
rapid delivery. Fifteen percbnt were. concerned with simplicity of operation
while 5% were concerned wish available suitable software.

134R 22. The deCision to purchase a particular make and model was made by:

Twelve percent of the respons4s marked "teachers".while 23t marked
"administrptors;" Forty -four percent marked "bOth teachers, and administrators."
-In essence 79% marked "teachers and/or administrators" as the decision making -

group when'selecting hardware. Sixteen percent indicated that their decision
making process included teachers administrators and parents. Five percent

-- included all of the aforementioned grioups and students.

I34R 23. The decisions concerning the'purchase of courseware/software are made by:

The overwhelming number of respondents (70 %) indicated that teachers and
administratbrs made the decisions concerning software purchases. Twenty

one percent indicated thpt only'the teachers Made these decisions. Only 2%

indicated that these'decisidhs were left to administrators. -tffily 4%

included parents and only 3% included students.
4D

136R 24. For which kind of softWare is your, microcomputer equipped?

Fifty-sevelhpercent of the respondents indicated that they were equipped
to use both cassette-tapes and disks. Thirty-two percent used disks only
while 7% used tapes only. Only 2% used hard disks. The remaining
responses were for various combinations of those methods.already mentioned.

170R 25. Most of your microcomputer software and courseware is acquired from
which sources? I

Nearly half (47%) of the esponses for this item indicated that they
purchased their software from the- commercial market. The next largest group
(24%) evenly matched the softw e they purchased with software that they gener-
ated themselves. Eleven perce indicated that their software was produced
by teachers and staff. Fourteen percent of the respondents indicated that
students programmed the softwar The remaining respondents indicated a can-

,

bination of the above sources.
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18R 26. What were (or are) the Major obstacles in establishing Microcomputers
i n your school (s)?

The largest group of responses for this item (47 ) IndLcated that financial
problems were the major obstacles. A sizeable group (25%) cited lack of
teacherlpreparation in the area of mierocoMputer concepts. Seventeen percent
indicated\a lack of general information concerning microcomputers. -A total
of 42% of the responses indicated that a lack of,general information and a lack
of teacher preparation as major obstacles. Four percent identified the negative
attitudes or lack of perceived need on the part of administrators as obstacles.
Only 1% identified lack of community support as an obstacle. The remaining
responses varied widely.

34R 27. Would you recommend se of microcomputers for schools elsewhere?

An overwhelming 99% of the respondents said "yes" for this Ftem. One

return said no, another lone return said "when the staff is ready."

'8R 28. Why would you recommend g Microcomputer installation for schools else-
where. 4

incrleasedvpupil motivation was cited by 24% of responses. Thirty-one
percent of the responses did so because of more effective individualized
instruction with all types of pupils, i.e., gifted, average, slow, retarded,
and handicapped. Twenty-seven percent diC so because increased pupil motivation.
Nine percent pointed to-improved discipline. Five percent did so for the need
of preparation for a computer society. The remaining responses varied widely.

)11 O. Why would you not recoMmend a microcomputer installation chools elsewhere?

There were only fifty respondents to this item. Thirty-four percent of
them would not recommend a microcomputer because of cost. Twenty eight
percent of them cited poor quality of hardware.. Twenty-two percent marked lack

v of teacher interest and skills. Fourteen percent were of the( opinion that there
was a lack of evidence indicating microcomputer effectiveness. Though 2%
marked "lack of purpose or general direction," no one marked "poor quality and
laci( of varied software."

;2R 30. Would you have computer assisted instruction in your schools if microcom-
puters were not available?

Sixty-five of the respondents said "no" in response to this question. Thirty-
five percent marked "yes,"

;5R 31. Now were your microcomputers financed?

Forty-one percent of the responses indicated that they financed their micro-
computers with local and federal funds.- Twesnty-one percent used local funds only,
while 14% used local and state funds. Only 7% used federal funds only. Eighteen

percent m,5rked "other" which included combined local, state and feltral (7%) ;

local, state, federal and other 4%; state only 3%. The remaining reonses varied
widely and included a small number of machines financed by parental groups.
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131R 32. At what future date do you foresee the availability of microcomputers in

most of your classrooms?
N,k

The largest group fo responses (39%1 for this item marked the dates 1985-

1987 as- the future dates which they expected the availability of microcomputers

in mast of their classrooms. Twenty-five percent of the respondents marked

the dates from 1988-1990. Eighteen percent marked the dates 1991 to

1993, Fifteen percent indicated this kind of microcomputer.availability for

1982-1984. Only 3% indicated that most classrooms had microcomputers at the

time.

142R 33. How do you secure the equipment when the school i, closed?

The largest group of respondents (65%) locked their machines in the class-

room. Thirteen/percent locked them in a closet off the classroom. This

indicates that a total of 85% of the responses secured their machines in

the immediate classroom area (this figure includes 7% from the "other",

handwritten responses). Sixpercent used a vaulted room. Only 3% of

the responses chained the machines to the wall, floor, or table in addition

to the locked door. Only 2% used electronic security. One percent indicated

that the machines were taken home by students and teachers. Only 1% locked

the machines inside utility cabinets. One percent used police security.

Seven percent of the respondents used handwritten responses indicate

that the machines were secured near the classroom. One per t were unspeClfied.

136R 34. The enrollment in your school system is: (?)

Thirty percent of the schools had an enrolNent that ranged in size from

15,000 students to 100,000 students pr more. Seventy percent of the

responses were from schools with less thab 15,000 enrollment.

126R , 35. How many microcomputers do you now have for each child involved with computers?

Twenty-one percent of the responses Indicated that they had one computer

for each classroom. Ten percent indicated that they had one microcomputer.

a for tw6 children while 9% bad one computer for every three,children. Five

percent had one machine for every four children and 17% had one for every

five'children. Seventeen percent indicated that their mlchine,to child ratio

was less than `five to one, while only seven percent indicated that they had one

machine per school. The remaining respOnses varied widely.

1338 36. Do you now screen new teachers for microcomputer operational literacy?

Twelve percent responded with a "yes" to this item. Eighty-eight percent

responded with a "no."

66R 37. if you now screen new teachers for microcomputer operational literacy do
you give preference to those new teachers who do possess microcomputer

operational literacy when hiring?

There were only 66 respondents to this item. Twenty nine percent responded

with a "yes" while 67% marked "no." Four percent marked "not necessarily."
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.4R 38. Do you now require new teachers' to possess microcomputer operational
skills as a condition for employment?

Ninety-seven percent of the responses were "no." Only 2% said "yes"

while 1% said "yes,-when hiring math and science teachers."

39. Does your school system advocate the use of microcomputers in a non-program-
ming environment only?

Seventy-two percent indicated that they did so with pupils and teachers.
Twenty-eight percent responded with a "no."

r

'R 40. If you have more than one brand name of machine, for which do you make
Software for?

There were only thirty-three respondents for this IteM. Forty-four

percent indicated that they made software for every brand. Thirty-three
per-cent Indicated that they made'sofi"Zre for one brand only. Nineteen

percent used vendor software only. The remaining responses varied widely.

4R 41: Did you have a systematic plan for implementing microcomputer instruction
before you acquired microcomputers?

Thirty percent of the 'responses indicated that they had a systematic
plan before they acquired the machines for instruction. Nineteen perc6nt had

la plan for a curriculum. Seventeen percent had a plan for the staff. Fifteen

percent had a plan for the hardware and software. Seven percent had planned
for space.. Ten percent indicated that they had no plan before acquiring the
machines. The remaining responses varied widely. /

42. Who participated in formulating this plan (for implementing microcomputer
instruction prior to the acquisition of hardware)?

The largest group of respondents (38%) indicated tAt administrators
-lied formulated this plan.' Thihy-six percent of the respondents indicated
that the teachers participated in formulating the plan, i.e., 74% indicated
that either the teachers or administrators participated in the formulation of
the, plan. eleven percent used outside consultants, 6% used' vendor planning
and 8% used computer experts. The reamining responses varied widely.

.4R 43. Do you now have .a systematic plan for implementing microcomputer
instruction?

'Sixty-six percent of the responses indicated that they now had a system-
atic plan for implementing microcoinpbter instruction.. Thirty percent

responded with a ",o" to this item. Two percent had a plan under development.
The remaining responses were of varied combinations.

. If you, now have a systematic plan for implementing microcomputer instruction,
is it a five-year plan? ,

Forty -one percent replied with a "yes" for this item, while fifty-nine
percent replied with a "no."
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154R 44. What were the circumstances under which you acquired ydur first micro-

computer? _

The largest group of responses (39%) indicated that they acquired

their first microcomputerk because of an interested mathematics teacher.

Twenty-three percent did so because of an interested supervisor while 11%

did so because of an interested principal. .Ten percent acquired their first
microcomputer because of an interested science teacher, while 7% did so because

of an interested elementary teacher. Ten percent did so because ofAhe
interest of a variety of professionals including librarians and coordinators.
In summary, fifty-si'x percent of the schools indicated that they-acquired
their first machine because of an interested teacher. Forty-nine percent

of these teachers were science and math teachers. Thirty-three percent
acquired their first machine because of an interested administrator.

133R 45. is inservice training available for teachers in microcomputers?

An overwhelming 82% responded with a "yes" to this item as compared to /

18% "nos."

239R 46. When is the inservice training provided?

The largest group of respondents (34%) indicated that this training
was given to teachers after school hours in the afternoon. The' training was

given in the evening to 19% of the teachers. This training was provided
during non-teaching periods, 'holidays and summers to 18% 'o the teachers.
Thirteen percent of the teachers were trained in the use of the microcomputer
during the School day. Ten percent.of the teachers In question received their
microcomputer training during weekends. Six percent of the responses indicated

that this quesiton was not applicable to 'their situation.

141R 47. Is the inservice training given for credit?

ThIrtY--three percent of the responses indicated that the training was

given without credit. Thirty-one percent indicated that credit was given. Credit

was an option for 26% of the responses. The remainin ten percent of the

responses varied widely and included points for recertification and for local

credit.

341R 48. What does this inservice training include? .

Twenty-seven percent of the responses indicated that programming was in-
cluded in the inservice'traini g. Twenty-three percent of the responses
indicated that their inservice training included classroom strategies with the
microcomputer. The tutorial m e was included for 17% of the respons%. Sixteen

percent of the responses Indic ted that peripheral deyices such as printers were
included in the training. On on-one drill was included for 15% of the responses.
The remaining 2%, of the responses varied widely.

107R 49. Skills training with which peripheral devices is provided through inservice

training?

Sixty-five percent of the responses marked "printer" for this item. Twelve

percent marked the "card reader." Seven percent included ,fhe light pen. Five

percent included the speech synthesizer while only 2% of 406 training programs

included a speech digitizer. Only 1% included a graphics tablet. Four percent
did not include any peripheral devices. The remaining ot the responses varied

widely. 33
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3R. 50. .If you teach programming to children, why do you do so?

Twenty-eight percent of the responses indicated that teachers taught

computer programming to children as a form of computer literacy. Twenty

percent did so as an instructional method to elp children develop those

mental processes necessary for problem solvi To help children develop a

skill which may have occupational value motivated another 20% of the responses

to teach programming. Seventeen percent of the responses indicated that

they taught programming as a method of instruction and as a skill designed to

enhance the child's creativity. Fourteen percent of the responses indicated

that teachers taught programming as an instructional method for helping child-

ren to internalize concepts. The remaining responses indicated that they taught

programming only /in the senior high school; no reason was given for doing so.

'2R 51. Which agency do you think should sponsor a microcomputer consortium?

Forty-two percent of the responses indicated th t a nearby college or

university should sponsor a microcomputer consortium. \Eighteen percent

indicated tftt it should be sponsored by the teacher center. "A nearby

'large school system" was the Choice of 12% of the responses. Nine percent of

the responses indicated that such an orgnization should be a separate entity.--

Eight percent thought it should be tied to a nearby commercial organization.

Another 8% would tie it to a state agency. The remaining responses varied widely.

)8R 52. For which special applitions do you use microcomputers?

The lgrgest group of responses (44%) indicated that they used the microcom-

puter with the gifted. Thirty-three percent of the responses used them with

the slow learners. Thus, an overwhelming 77% of the responses indicated

that they used the machines with either the gifted or the slow learners.

Eleven percent of the response's used the machines with the meRtally retarded,

six percent with the deaf and 4% with the blind, i.e., a total of 10% of Ott

responses indicated that the machines were used with the deaf or the blind,"

The few remaining responses varied widely and included reading problems

and applications with,the physically handicapped.

;2R 53. Do you have a person on your staff who has electronic tinkering abilities

for modifying the equipment for either increasing its capacity or for

special applications such as braille?

Sixty-seven of the responses marked "no" for this item. However, one-third

(33%) of the responses replied with a "yes."

16R 54. How many microcomputers do you now hav for each teacher involved with

computers?

Thirty-one percent of the responses indicated that there was one microcom-

puter for each teacher. The availability of one machine for two teachers was

indicated by 5% of the responses. Six percent of the responses indicated

that they had one computer for every three teachers. Five percent indicated

A
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the .ayallability of one machine for every four teachers." The availability of

> one m4chine for every five teachers was indicated by 19% of the responses.

',Ten percent indicated that theyohad less than one machine for every five

teachers. Four percent of the responses had one machine for the entire

school. Five percent of the responses specified a laboratory equipped with t

many machines and open to everyone in the school. The remaining responses

were so widely varied that they cannot be listed here.

17OR 55. The microcomputers in our school are used In which Instructional environment?

Forty-nine percent of the responses used the microcomputers in a laboratory

concept and in the classrooms. Fifteen percent of the responses indicated that

the equipment was used only in the classroom. The machines were checked out

by the teacher as A-V equipment by another 15% of the responses. The equipment

was used only in a laboratory by another 14%. The equipment was taken home

overnight and weekends by 5% of the responses. The equipment was used in a

resource room by 2% of the responses.

144R 56. The teachers using microcomputers are supported by a: .(sources of support

ive service) ?k

The ladpest group of responses (31%) indicated that those teachers who

were using ffiicrocomputers for instruction were receiving support from a

system-wide Ytomputer coordinator.

#

Twenty-four percent of the responses indicated that the teachers.using
microcomputers were receiving support from the building computer leader.
Another 24% indicated that support was provided by a system-wide computer committee.

Eight percent indicated that they received support from a user's newsletter
while 3% recelved'help from a building computer committee. .Another 3% received

su port from the principal, department -chairperson or supervisor. One percent

rec ived help from.the curriculum committee. Two percep,t, received support from

oth r sources. Three percent indicated that they did not recieve any support.
Only one, percent indicated that they needed support.

131R 57. The pupil' using microcomputers are supported by a: (sources of support)?

The largest group of responses (46%) indicated that the pupils using micro-
computers Were supported by resource persons. Eighteen percent were supported

by a computer club. Thirteen percent were supported by computer journals and

4% by a user's newsletter. Eight percentof.the pupils received help from
parental groups and 5% received, help from teachers. Four percent were supported

by other sources. Only 2% of the responses.indicated that the pupils were not
receiving any support.

154R 58. Which obstacles do you perceive as hindering the continued growth and
development of, your microcomputer program?

An overwhelming 76% of the responses indicated that insufficient funds

for new hardware and software were the obstacles that they perceived as hinder-

ing the continued growth and development of their microcomputer program. Ten

percent of the responses indicated that their problem was too few interested

teachers. Seven percent indicated a lack of perceived need. Two percent were
)
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concerned with a lack of administration support. The r ining five percent
varied and included a lack of parental and community s rt (1%),41ack of
a.definite program (1%), lack of time (1%) and lack oflitiftware (1%). Only
1% ofthe responses indicated that there were no obstacTes. None of the
responses indicated an absence of pupil interest.

OOR 59. Do your schools regard the microcomputer as a tool to: (uses)?

Twenty-nine percent of the responses indicated that they used the micro-
computer is a tool to challenge the able and gifted with advanced curriculum.
Twenty-five percent used the miccocomputer to implement remediation. Thus
54% of the responses Indicated that the machines were used either to challenge
the gifted or to remediate the slower students. Fourteen percent regarded the
computer as a tgol to implement the existing curriculum only while another
14% allo*ed Rames nd recreation when appropriate. Sixteen percent of the
responses engaged n experimental curricula. The remaining 2%.varied widely.

60. Please use words or phrases in the remaining space to outline the major
steps of the procedure used by your schools for establishing microcomputers
in the classrooms or in a center.

The results for item #60 are presented on page 47 and are titled:
Planning 'for Microcomputers in the Schools. ,'

t)
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The Conclusi5;"Vin detail)

Seventy-one Percent of the respondents in this stti4y indicated,

that microcomputers were available to children in their'schools

either in the classroom or in a laborory.

Eighty-two percent of the respondents indicated that their machines

were not tied to a "mother" unit inside the classroom. Ninety-three

percent indicated that their' machines were Adt tied to a mother unit

outside the classroom.

Microcomputers were introduced in grades K to 6 by 68% of the

responses. Only 15% of the responses introduced the machines to students
during the middle school years while 1'7% intorduced them in, the high

schools.

,Fifty-one percent of the responses indicated that the amount of time
that each pupil worked at a microcomputer varied from 15 to 60 minutes

per week. Only 3% indicated that their ',polls spent less than 15 minutes

per week at a microcomputer.

Although microcomputers were used in all areas'of the curriculum
including musicind art,-eighty-one percent of the responses'used them for
mathematics, reading, language arts and the spacial studies (in the rank

order as, written).

Most of the respondents (60%) indicated that they did not use the

microcomputer for testing the children's performance. Among those who

did use the microcomputer for testing, the largest group (15%) did

so with courseware which had testing built into the program.

Eighty-one percent of the responses indicated that ml Focomputers were

used mainly for drill, practice, mastery learning, problem solving and

creativity through interaction with probelm-sojving situations. Eleven

percent used their equipment to teach programming.

While 12% of the respondents indicated that microcomputers were support-
ive of Piaget's work, 50% indicated that Piaget was not a concern at this

time. Only 1% indicated a "yes with LOGO."

An overwhelming 86% of the respondents indicated that microcopputers
enhanced their ability to individublize instruction.

In varying degrees all the respondents indicated that,their microcomputers
were used by all children including the statistically ordinary children,

the gifted children, the slow and retarded children and the physically handi-

capped children.

37
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While 56% of the respondents required only the basic literacy necessary
to operate the equipment prior to the acquisition of microcomputers, 35%
required bOth the operational literacy and programming skills, Twenty-
five percent required a knowledge of the softwafe.

4 '

Teachers acquired their microcomputer skills from one or a combina
tion of sources which incruded school sponsored inservice seminars and
college courses.

Most teachers who were using a progrpmniing language indicated that
they were using BASIC (76). When asked which programming language was
taught to children most teachers (again 76%) marked "BASIC."

Sixty-six percent of the ,teachers indicated that they perceived a
marked improvement in the children's' motivation to learn as a rAsult of
using microcomputers. The remaining teachers were' undecided at this time.

A large number of respondents (40%), indicated that they perceived ,
a marked improvement in the cHildren's behavior as a result of the in-
creased motivation provided by the microcomputers. Most of the remaining
respondents were unable to determine a. response at this time. Only 3%
marked "no."

When asked about brand-name selection, the largest group of respondens ,

indicated tht. they chose Apple machines. The second alrhest group (32%)
had selected Radio Shack TRS-80 models. ,The Commodore Pet was selected by
12% of the responseS.

There were several considerations for brand name choice of hail:Ware.
Most pf the respondents indicated that these considerations included quality,
pricgl flexibility and provisions for expanding the capability, service
availability, rapid delivery and simplicity of operation. Only 5% were con-

'cerned with a liable suitable software.

The decisi s concerning the purchae of courseward and software
were made by th the teachers and administrators for 70% of th6 respondents.
These decisions wire made by tie teachers only by 21% of the respondents.
On y 2% of the respondents indicated that these dsicisilons were made by the
administrators only.

Most of the respondents (57%), indicated that their hardware was equipped
to use both disks and cassette tapes. Thirty-two percent used disks only.
Seven percent used tapes only.

Nearly half (47%) of the)-espondents indicated that they purchased their
sof,twate from the commercial market. Twenty-four percent evenly matched
the software they purchased with software they generated themselves. Others

indicated-that their software was programmed by teachers, staff and students.
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Ninety-nine percent of the respondents said "yes" they would recommend

a microcomputer installation for, schools elsewhere. When asked why, the

reasons given included increased motivation, increased options for teaching

tools and more effective individualized instruction.

Sixty-five percent of the respondents indicated that they would'not
have computer assisted instruction in their schools if micro mputers

were not available.,

Most participants in the study indicated that their microcomputers were
financed by a combination of local, state and federal funds, mostly local

and federal.
4.

The years 1985-1987 were given as the dates that 39% of the respondents

expected the availability of microcompulers in most of their claSsrooms.

Twenty-five percent marked the years 1988-1990 while 18% marked the dates

1991 to 1993. The years.1982-1984 were given by 15% of the respondents.

The machines we're secured in the immediate classroom area including

nearby closets.by 85* of the respondents.

Most of the respondents reported a variety of figures indicating the
availability of one microcomputer for from every two children to every

five children. Some indicate* one machine per scho r. There were no

) reports indicating a complete, lack of microcomputer vailability.

Twelve percent Of the respondents indicated that they now screen new
teachers for microcomputer literacy; of these, 29% gave preference to

those so prepared.

Teachers were not required to possess microcomputer literacy as a condi-

tion for employment by 97% of the respondents.

Seventy-two percent of the respondents allowed the use of Microcomputers

in a non-programming environment.

Most of the responses indicated t at they had some kind of systematic

plan-for implementation before they acq red their machines. These plans

varied and may have included partial prov ions fox instruction, curriculum,

staff, space and hardware. Only 10% indicated a complete lack of

pre-planning. Most of the respondents (74%) Indicated that either the

teachers or the administrators participated in the formulation of the-

plan, i.e., administrators 38%, teachers 30%. When asked if they now

had a systematic plan for implementing microcomputer instruction, 6TT r

replied "yes." Thirty percent responded with a "no." Among those with a

plan, 41%%indicated that it was a five-year plan, 59% indicated that their

plan was'for less than five years.
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When asked to explain the circumstances under which they purchased

their first microcomputer, 56% of the respondents- indicated that they did

so because of an interested teacher, usually a mathematics teacher (in

39% of the cases). An interested principal was responsiblein only 11%

of the cases.

An overwhelming 82% of the responses indicated that inservice train

ing with'microcomputers was available for teachers. In 53% of the resRemses

the training was given after school hours or* the evening while 13% of

WAthe teachers received their training during t school day. Another 28%

received their training during holidays, weekends,and summers. Thirty-

one percent of the responses indicated that the training was 'given for credit.

Credit for the training was an option for 33% of the responses'. Training

was given without credit for 33% of the responses. Programming was included

for 27% of the res;onses. Another 23% indicated that their training included

classroom s,rrategies with the microcomputer. The u4 of the "tutorial mode"

was marked for 17% cf the responses. Training in the tise of printers

and other peripheral'.4evices was lildicated in 16% of the responses. The

Veining included one-on-one drill 'for 15% of the responses.' The printer

was the most common peripheral device for which training was provided.

Twenty-eight percent of the responisAkoinetated that they taught pro-.
gramming to children as a form of coMOUter literacy. Twenty percent used

the teaching of programming as an instructional method to help children

develop problem-solving processes. Programming was taught to help children

develop a. skill which may have occupational value by another 20% of the - responSA.

Seventeen percent of the responses indicated that programming was taught not only

as a method of.instruction, but as a skill designed to enhance the child's

creativity. The teaching of programming as an instructional method for helping 41

children' to internalize concepts was reported by 14% of the responses. *

When asked which agency should sponsor a microcomputer consortium,

the largest group of responses (42%) indicated 'that it should be a nearby

college or university. Eighteen percent thought it 'should be sponsored,

by the teacher center. Twelve percent thought it should be a tie-Irby large

school system.

The availability of.microcomputers for teachers wanting to learn about

them was not a major problem among the, responses

One-half of the responses indicated that their, microcomputers were

used in both a classroom and in a laboratory environment, Fifteen percent

indicated that the machines were used only in the classroom. The machines

were used only in the laboratory by 14% of the responses. 'Another 15% indi-

cated that the machines were checked out by the teacher as A-V equipment.

In some cases the machines could be checked put overnight and weekends by

the students. 4-1).

In terms of teacher support, 31% of the responses indicated that they

were receiving support from a system wide coordinator, 24% from a building

leader and another 24% by a system-wide computer committee.
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Forty-six per.cent of the respon s indicated that the pupils using.
mitrocompUters were supported by resource persons. A computer club'
supported 18% of the students'. Seventeen percent of the students received
computer journals and user's newsletters. Other students were supported
by parental' and teacher groups.' Only 2% of the responses indicated a
complete lack of computer support for students.

k a

In !terms of the Qeneral applications of the microcomputer, 54% of the
responses indicated that the machines were used either to challenge the un-
impaired an&the gifted learners (29%) with advanced curriculum or to imple-
ment remediation (25%). The microcomputr was used as a tool to implement
the existing curriculum by 14% of the responses. Games and recreational
software was allowed wheniappropriate by 14% of the responses. Sixteen per-
cent of the responses engaged in experimental.. curricula.

When asked about special applications of the microcomputers 77% of the
responses indicated -that they used the machines with the gifted (44%) and
the slow learners (33%). The remaining 23% indicated that their special
applications-included the mentally retarded (11,1), the deaf ,(6%),-the
blind (4%), reading problems and the physically handicapped (2%). Thirty-
three

was available to modify the equipm
three percent of the responses indicated that a staff

t for either increas-
ing

with electronic,
tinkering abi li

its capacity or for special applications such as braille.

1 A lack of funds was cited as the major obstacle hindering the conti
growth and development of microcomputer programs by 75% of the responses.
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Thi Conclusions (in brief)

Microcomputers were available to most learners (71%) either in the
classroom or in a laboratory situation.

Most of the microcomputers were not tied to a mother unit either
inside (82%) or outside the-classroon93%).

The introduction to microcomputers took place in grades K-6 for
most of the students (68%) others in grades 7-12.

Most students,(51%) spent from 15 to 60 minutes per week at the
A MicrOcomputer.

Microcomputers were used leall areas of the curriculum including
music and art. The highest demand areas in order of-the heaviest use
were mathethatics, (34%)-, reading (18%), language arts (17%), the social
studies (12%).

Most teachers (60%) do,not use the microcomputer for testing the child-
ren's performance.

. The microcomputers were most often used (81% total) for drill, practice,
7

mattery learning, probelm solving and creativity through interaction with
problem solving situations. Only eleven percent of the respondents indicated
that they were teaching programming.

Over one half of the respondents ,indicated that they were not concerned
with Piaget at this time. Only 1% of them were teaching LOGO.

The overwhelming majority (86%) of the respondents indicated that
microcomputers enhanced their abil ty to individualize instruction.

In varying degrees, the mic ocomputeFs were used by all children inclu-
ding the statistically ordinary children, the gifted children, the slow an
retarded children and the physically handicapped children.

Teachers acquired their microcomputer skills from a variety of
sources that included inservice semin is and college courses.

Most teachers who were using a rogramming language indicated ,

that they were using BASIC (76%).

Most teachers who were teaching a programming language to children
indicated that they were teaching them BASIC (76%).

A marked improvement in the children's motivation to learn as a
result of using microcomputers was perceived by most of the respondents (66%).
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While most of the respondents were unable to determine a response
concerning improved children's behavior as d result of using the micro-
computer, 40% of them did perceive a marked improvement.

The largest group of respondents, nearly half, selected the Apple
microocmputer.when making, purchases (44%) . The Radio Shack TRS-80 model
was selected by 32%.

The considerations for selecting the` hardware iqcluded quality (21%),
price (20%), flexibility, i.e. provisions for expandicapability (19%),

service availability and rapid delivery (20%), simpliciy of operation
(15%). Surprisingly few of the respondents were concpened with software
availability for any particular brand name machine.

Most of the decisions concerning the purchaseof courseware and soft-
, ware were made by both theNteachers and the administrators (44%),

teachers only 12%, administrators only 23%.

The hardware was equipped to use both disks and cassette tapes accord-
ing to most of the respondents (57%), disk only (32%), tape only (7%).

While a sizeable group (24%) of respondents indicated that they evenly
+Watched the amount of software which they purchased' with an equal, amount
which they generated themselves, nearly one-half (47%), of the respondents
(the largest group) Indicated thlt they purchased their software .from
the-commercial market.

Nearly all (99%) of the respondents would recommend microcomputers
for schools elsewhere.

Mort of the respondents (65%) indicated that they would not have
microcomputer assisted instruction in their'schools if microcomputers were
not available.

re"
The microcomputers were flnanced,by a combination of local, state and

federal funds, MostOy local and federal funds (40%) .

(14,..

The year 1985-1987 were most often (39%) indicated as the dates Then
microcomputer were expected to be'available in every classroom; 25% indicated

1988-1990.
-i

'

The machines were most often secured in the immediate .classroom area or
in a nearby locked closet (78%).

Twelve percent of the respondents indicated that they now screen new
teachers for microcomputer literacy,. Twenty-nine percent showed preference

to computer literate new teachers. Only 2% require computer literacy.

In most cases, microcomputers are used in a non-programming environment.
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Most of the respondents had some kind of systematic Ilan for implement-
ing microcomputers'intt their programs before they acgw4red the machines.
In most casesf'the plan was not a long-range plan. The plan was usually formed
by teachers and administrators.

2
The very first machi- was acquired because of an interested teacher(s)

usually, but not always, n mathematics.

Ap overwhelming majority of the respondents indicated that some kind
of inservice training InNcrocomputers was available to teachers (82%). in

most cases the training was given after school hours and the teacher
was given the obtion to accept or reject academic credit. The training
included progriamming, classroom strategies and various computer modes and
peripherals. The printer was the most common peripheral included in teacher
training.

Programming was taught to children for a variety of reasons including
the fostering of computer literacy (28%), problem solving (20 occupational
value (20%), creativity and the internalization of concep

The largest group of respondents indicated that a microcomputer consor-
tium skhould be sponsored by a nearby college or university (42%) teacher
center (18%).

The availability of microcomputers was not a problem for teachers want-
ing to learn about them.

The microcomputers were available to children in either a classroom

or a laboratory. They were avaglable in both places in one-half of the situ-
ations responding tp fho study (49%) .

Supportive services were made available-by the schools for nearly all
of the teachers who were using microcomputers. This support may have
been from within the building, system-wide or both.

Supportive services were made available within thebuilding'for the
students involved with microcomputers. These services included resource
persons,, computer clubs, journals and user newsletters and help from parent
and teacher groups.

The most often used general applications of the microcomputer was tq
chillenge the unimpaired and the gifted learners and to implement remediation.

The most often used special application of the microcomputer was to
challenge the gifted:* tther children with special needs were all included
in benefiting from the use of the microcomputer including the mentally
retarded and the physically handicapped.

A lack of funds was cited most often as the major obstacle hindering
the continued growth anddevelopment of microcomputer programs in the schools.
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Summary of the Conclusions

(1) Microcomputers were available to teachers and learners.

1

. (2) Microcomputers were usually introduced to learners in grades K-6.

- (3) More microcomputer time was needed by teachers and learners.

(4) Teachers needed more time and training for fmplementing the testing
of learners with the microcomputer. 4'

I.

(5) Teachers needed to reconcile microcomputer activities with the work of
J. Piaget.

(6) Efforts were needed to increase the use of educationally appropriate
programming languages other than BASIC.

(7) The motivation and behavior of the learners were reportedly improved
by the use of microcomputers.

(8) Teachers and administrators were involved in the decision making
process for hardware and software purchases.

(9) Schools had computer assisted instruction because of,thilt availability
of microcomputers (not because of terminals).

(10) More funds were needed for hardware and software purchases.

(11) Most schools expected the placement of microcomputers in every
classroom by)990.

(12) No .unusual or expensive means)of securing the machines were used.

(13) Most schools used the machines in a nonProgramming environment.
More teachers needed to learn programming.

(14) More comprehensive plans for implementing microcomputers were
needed by the schools.

(15) In-service training was available to teachers; supportive services, tog,
were available.

(16) All categories of learnerS benefited from the use of microcomputers.:

"-
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the Recommendations

3

The findings of this study warrant the following recommendations con-'
cerning microcomputers in the classroom.

Efforts need to continue for increasing the number of ctassrgoms with
microcomputers and the number of microcomputers n each classroom.

The microcomputer should be introduced to children in grades K-6.
The introduction of LOGO'can take place in grades K-3 for most children
with proper supervision.

11.1..006.04,

.The amount of time that each student spends at a microcomputer needs
to be increased.

Microcomputers can and should be used in all curriculum areas.

Much more needs to be done to encourage the use of microcomputers to
test the children's performance.

Schools should have systematic plans and procedures established prior

to acquiring miccomputers.

More software needs to be designed with respect to Piaget's work and
developmental psychology. More effort is needed to help teachers perceive
the microcomputer as compatible with Piaget's contributions in Order to

maximize their benefits to children.

Microcomputers should be used as a valuable tool for effectivity indiv-

idualizing instruction.

All children, regardless of special needs, should be allowed to use

the microcomputers.

Teachers need to acquire basic operational literacy prior to the acquis-

ition of microcomputers.

More teachers need to acquire programming literacy in at least one computer
language"which children too can'learn.

More teachers need to learn the LOGO programming language as well as

PILOT and PASCAL.

More efforts are needed to increase the teaching.of LOGO to children.

Teachers should acquire their microcomputer skills from a variety.of
sources which include the college and university as well as inservice training

provided by the schools.

The use of the microcomputer as a means for increasing the children's

motivation to learn should be encouraged.

46
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Teacher's and administrators sh id take part in the decision making
concerning hardware and' software.

Incentives should be offered to teachers to encourage more of them to
learn programming and to produce some of their own software.

New and varied sources for funding the purchases of microcomputers__
need to be found. Parents, teachers, students and community leaders should
be included in these effOrts.

Traditional budgets and sources of funds should include increasing
allocations, of money for microcomputers.

,Schools planning microcomputer programs should consider adding micro-
computer literacy to the criteria now used to screen their new teachers. .

The use of microcomputers to teach programming to children should be
increased:

Inservice training should be provided during non-teaching times
and with pay or other incentives when possible.

Teacher training in microcomputers should include all the skills and
modes of operation related to instruction, programming, peripheral devices,
software related to specific curriculum areas, software related to the
special needs of specific children, and the skills and familiarity needed
4,41..r the classroom, use of a specific piece of software, r.e., "the in
and outs" of running.a specific piece of courseware with children.

More efforts are needed to encourage the use of light pens and graphics
tablets.

More teachers need to perceive the value of teaching programming as
a possible effective instructional method for helping children to'internalize
concepts (conceptualization) and to help children'develop their own mental
processes necessary'for problem solving and creativity.

Nearby colleges and universities should be prepared to accept the leader-
ship in sponsoring a microcomputer education consortium if asked.

Schools should consider a staff person who has electronic tinkering
abilities for modifying the equipment to meet special needs, i.e., increasing
machine capabilities and adding such applications as braille.

44

The number of microcomputers per number of teachers wanting to learn
about them should be increased to the level that no one is denied the opportunity
to use one.

Teachers should be provided with microcomputer support services such
as building leagers, committees, newsletters, and journals.

Pupils should be proOded with resource persons, computer journals,
user's newsletters, and computer clubs.
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Microcomputer games, recreation, and experimental curricula and methods
should be allowed where appropriate for the learner.

A systematic plan for implementing microcomputer assisted instruction
should be developed before the acquisition of the hardware and software.
Teachers and administrators should participate in formulating this plan.
Students and pawnts should pprticipate when possible. This plan should
eventually become a long-'range plan. The procedural outlines which result
from these plans should include provisions for developing microcomputer aware
ness,, gathering microcomputer information from a variety of sources, teacher
training, planning for curriculum and instruction, arranging financial
resources, the selection of hardware and software, purchasing, supportive
materials and supportive organizations within" the schools,and the implement-
ation of the microcomputer as an instructional tool into each.tlassroom
and grade level.

4
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I

Recommendations for Further Study

More study is needed to determine if and why there is an improvement
in, discipline (child's behavior) as a result of the increased motivation
to learn which is provided by the microcomputer as perceived by some teachers.

Why is there a perceived increase in the motivation to learn when micro-
computers are used?

Should incentives be used to encourage teachers to acquire the many
and varied microcomputer skills and modes of operation related to instruction?
If so, which incentives should be considered?

Now should the microcomputer be used in order that Piaget's contributions
be maximized in terms of benefits to the child and to the'older student?

.Now may educators increase thd-use of the microcomputer as an instructional
method for helping children to internalize concepts, increase oproblem-solving
skills and creativity?

)io what extent should microcoMputer games and recreation be allowed?
To what degree might they be used as motivational devices and rewards?

The results of this study should be compared to a second study conducted
by this researcher titled, "Microcomputers on Campus" which is concerned
with microcomputer programs in colleges and universities which prepare

teachers.

This study should be repeated by this researcher In'5 years.
r,

Now day the teaching and learning of those programming languages which
may be more appropriate for teachers and learners than BASIC be encouraged?



Planning for MicrocoMputers in the Schools

The specific planning steps and procedures which were actually applied
by those schools implementing microcomputer instructional programs were
elicited by a national study titled, "Microcomputers in the Sehools."
This study included 400 school systems in the 50 states. As a part of the

study, s p-byAstep prtcedural outlines were submitted by the schools.
Forty-fi e key planning and procedureal steps which were actually used by
the sc ols to implement microcomputer assisted instructional programs were

,,L,dentified and edited into a composite plan. This composite plan was
designed to provide possible assistance to those schools which are initiating
the planning and implementation process for th6ir own microcomputerlinstruc-

tional programs.

Please note that many of the planning steps in each stage were taking
place simultaneously and not necessarily sequenced as this edited composite
arrangement might imply.

Stage I. Steps in the Initial Planning

1. The faculty's initlal.interest and perceived need for microcomputers in
the Instructional program were recorded.

2. Teachers attended conferences where microcomputer aassisted instruction
was being demonstrated.

3. Our interested teachers identified'themselves.

4. We visited the state edpcation department to gather data.

5. We visited other school districts to observe and gather data.

6. We demonstrated student developed and vendor courseware to administrators.

.

Stage II. Steps in the Planning for inservice Teacher Training

1). We sought our initial inservice training from the state education

// department.

/
2. We paid the tuition for a number of teachers to attend a microcomputer

institute at a nearby university. /

3. We completed graduate courses and other kinds of continued support
made available by the localv<oege.

ts

4. We established a microcomputer laboratory at the staff development center.
This center had ten stations.-

We provided some inservice training for teachers in machine operation

and programming.
te.

6.,. We listed the appropriately trained staff (faculty) members.
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Stage ill. Steps in the Planning for Implementing Microcomputer Concepts
into the Curriculum

1. We begged, pleaded, demonstrated need and provided awareness.

2; We conducted a computer awareness mini - workshop for school-board
members with administrative staff.

3. Parents were invited for hands-on demonstration.

4. We established a committee consisting of teachers who were'now using

computers to plan and guide the program.

5. These teachers wrote the initial proposals for the purchase and the
implementation of microcomputers into the curriculum.

6. The instruction division developed a program.

7. We identified our goals and objectives.

8: We established a trmeline for our program.

9. We established aClong-term.plan.

10. One of our first objectives was to teach computer literacy.

11. We establisAed a microcomputer information exchange as a section of the

staff development newsletter.

12. We established a master plan for the purOse of utilizing microcomputers

in each curricular area: English, language arts, readiqg, mathematics,
science, social studies and special education.

13. We expanded microcomputer applications into each curriculum area.

14. We prepared a curriculum impact statement fo'r each grade level.

15. We purchased support items such as textbooks, magazines and user's

newsletters.

Stage IV. Steps in the Planning for the Purchase of Hardware and Software.

1. We identified possible local, state and federal funds for purchasing
hardware and software.

,2. We considered fund raising groups' including*porents and students.

3. We established a committee to select the hardware according to our objec-

tives and criteria.

4. We examined information cancer ing hardware and software from consultants,

dealers, and other districts.
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.

5. We established criteria for hardware selection.

6. We made a final decision as to which brand name of hardwa!re

7. We established a local standardization of equipment.

8. We established the cost per learner for each component.
MIL

9. We started plan for evaluating the use of the equipment in

terms of our spaFific program needs.

purchase.

10. Each school ,required to develop its own plan before machines
were purchased for it. This plan included teaching and learning
objectives, a needs statement, and provisions for the evaluation
of the program.

11. The machines were placed with those teachers who completed the college

and/or inservice program. These teachers were encouraged to share

their knowledge and enthusiasm with other teachers.

12. We established criteria for software selection.

13. We began building a software library.

14. We established supportive services for teachers and learners such as

computer clubs.

15. We established the security precautions needed to maintain possession

of the equipment.

16. We discussed future plans for expanding the use of computers.

17. We submitted items about our computer program to the local newspaper.

18. We shared our plan for initiating computer education with our public.

Most of the procedural outlines submitted by the schools to the study

contained provisions for developing microcomputer awareness, gathering of

microcomputer information from'a variety of sources, teacher training,
planning for curriculum and instruction, arranging for financial resources,
hardware and software selection and purchasing, developing supportive materials,

organizing supportive organization within the schools, and the implementation

of the microcomputer as an instructional too.] in each classroom and grade

level.

The major weakness found in implementing microcomputers into school
programs by the study was the lack of systematic and comprehensive long-

term planning before the acquisition of microcomputers. Ten percent of the
respondents indicated that they had no plan before the acquisition Of hardware.
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S

Those schools which did report a plan indicated that their planning was
only for one or two specific areas, such as for curriculum or space.
Thirty percent of the respondents indicated a lack Of a plan even after

the hardware was acquired. Those schools which did plan did so for

the short-term only.

Planning may be the most important single factor in the success or failure
of a microcomputer program. The optimum utilization of microcomputers
in the schools requires a knowledge of their complexities and their many separate
capabilities for the facilitation of learning. Without systematic and
comprehensive long-term planning many microcomputers may become prestigious
dust-collectors and may eventually be stored beside the expensive language

laboratories of the 1950s and 1960s. That real losers in such situations will
be the learners. Unlike the language laboratories, computers shay be

common and essential ingredients throughout the lives of the learners.

The planning for implementing microcomputers in the schools should include
provisions for Increasing computer literacy, encouraging teachers to-learn
programming and to teach programming to learners, familiarizing teachers
with the several computer assisted instruction capabilities of Microcomputers,
and encouraging the use of microcomputers in all curriculum areas and with
all children including those with special nee0s,. The planning should
include provisions for the inservice training of teachers, both within the

\ -schools and at nearby, colleges and universities,

The most important long-term planning goals for teachers and administrators
may be to het* themselves conceptualize the microcomputer as a marvelous tool
for implementing the regular curriculum, as an instrument which helps learners
conceptualize formal abstract' Operations-'and to structure their own procedures
for solving specific problems. To repeat the words o'f fellow educators, "No other
single piece of equipment can do as much for education." Perhapst we should
consider adding the words,"when microcomputers are in the hands of teachers who
have been prepared for this tool's maximum utilization."

Summary

The outlined procedures followed by the schools for establishing micro-
computers in the classrooms involved the teachers., administrators (in some
cases school boards), parents and parent groups, students and student grdups.
Most of the procedural sutlines submitted'by the schools to this study contained
provisions for developihg microcomputer awareness, gathering of microcomputer
information from a variety of sources, teacher training, planning for
curriculum and instruction, arranging financial resources, hardware and software
selection, purchasing, supportive materials and supportive organizations within
the schools and the implementation of the microcomputer as an instructional tool
into each classroom and grade level. Forty-five key procedural steps were identi-
fiedwin those outlines submitted by the schools.
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